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The aim of this study is to assess direct X-ray detectors based on organic thin
films, fabricated onto flexible plastic substrates, and operating at ultra-low bias (<1V),
for different medical applications. With this purpose, flexible fully organic pixelated
X-ray detectors have been tested at the imaging beamline SYRMEP (SYnchrotron
Radiation for MEdical Physics) at the Italian synchrotron Elettra, Trieste. The detectors’
performance has been assessed for potential employment both as reliable wearable
personal dosimeters for patients and as flexible X-ray medical imaging systems. A spatial
resolution of 1.4 lp mm−1 with a contrast of 0.37 has been evaluated. Finally, we validate
the detector using X-ray doses and energies typically employed for actual medical
radiography, and using X-ray beam pulses provided by a commercial dental radiography
system, recording a sensitivity of 1.6 × 105 µC Gy−1 cm−3 with a linear response with
increasing of the dose rates and a reliable signal to 100ms X-rays pulses.
Keywords: organic X-ray detectors, wearable electronics, flexible electronics, thin films, medical dosimetry
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the employment of ionizing radiation sources (X- and gamma-rays, protons, electrons)
for medical diagnostic, monitoring, and therapy is widespread and is continuously expanding.
As a consequence, there is a growing interest in the development of novel materials and devices
suitable for ionizing radiation detection for medical application. Indeed, personal dosimeters
commercially available are rigid and uncomfortable to be worn or placed in the vicinity of the
organ under examination. Further, most of the solid-state detectors employed for dosimetry
cannot be considered tissue-equivalent due to their composition with heavy elements and their
consequent high X-ray absorbing power, causing limited reliable calibration issues. Moreover,
despite the tissue-equivalence requirement can be addressed by diamond-based X-ray dosimeters
[1], these devices still present high manufacturing costs for large area devices, similarly to other
high performing detectors based on inorganic highly pure single crystals or films. Concerning
commercial imaging flat panels, typically based on a-Si, a-Se, or poly-CZT, they are heavy, bulky,
difficult to grow in large pixelated matrices with limited costs and by means of easy and low-
temperature fabrication techniques and maintain the stiff mechanical properties of the materials
employed in medical dosimetry. In this framework, organic semiconductors, i.e., organic small
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molecules and polymers, are very promising innovative materials
for the active layer of both direct [2–7] and indirect [8, 9]
ionizing radiation detection systems, since they possess unique
properties which make them suitable for this application.
First of all, they are easily processable in liquid phase and
thus can be deposited by means of low-cost techniques (e.g.,
blade coating [10], spray coating [11], inkjet printing [12]) at
low temperature onto unconventional flexible and conformable
substrates, as polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyethylene
naphthalate (PEN), polyimide (Kapton) foils and even synthetic
and natural textiles, and therefore particularly convenient for
wearable electronics. Moreover, since their main components are
hydrogen and carbon, organic semiconductors are characterized
by a low atomic number, similar to the average human tissue-
equivalent Z and this makes them ideal candidates for accurate
and reliable real-time in situ dosimetry. In fact, if from the one
side their low radiation absorption (i.e., the material quantum
efficiency) could be considered a limitation, from the other side,
it allows direct measurement of the actual impinging radiation
dose in the target point. In other words, they can be interposed
between the X-ray source and the patient without significantly
absorbing the impinging beam. For these reasons in the last
10 years several and varied works on organic-based X- and
gamma-ray detectors have been reported in literature. Indeed,
organic semiconductors have been employed in indirect detectors
both as scintillators [13–15] and as active layer of photodiodes
[16, 17], and in direct detectors in form of single crystals [18–
22] and thin films [23–26]. Among these reports, few present
devices operating at low voltages and fabricated on flexible and
lightweight substrates, able to envisage their employment as
wearable sensors for medical application, and none of them
demonstrated so far X-ray imaging without the employment of
Si-TFTs matrix backplane. Moreover, most of these works, with
the aim to increase the attenuated fraction of the devices, propose
blending of the organic semiconductors with high-Z elements
(metallic and oxide nanoparticles [27–29], lead-based quantum
dots [30]) which however lose the tissue-equivalence of organic
materials and, over a certain concentration, can negatively affect
the transport properties and the stability of the active layer.
More recently, thin film lead-halide perovskite devices have been
proposed as alternative highly absorbing material for low-voltage
and (potentially) flexible X-ray detectors [31–33]. However, they
suffer from instability issues and, even with such materials, the
tissue-equivalence is not targeted. Furthermore, the presence of
lead, i.e., a certain level of toxicity, makes them inconvenient
for medical and wearable sensors, where the devices must get in
contact with the human body.
Recently, our group demonstrated how all organic thin films
(100–200 nm thick) deposited from solution onto interdigitated
electrodes on flexible PET foil, are able to detect X-rays at ultra-
low bias (<1V) and with a high sensitivity (up to 9.0 × 105
µC Gy−1 cm−3) thanks to a trap-assisted photoconductive gain
detection mechanism [25, 34]. This is the record sensitivity for
solid-state organic X-ray detectors and the corresponding value
per unit area (12.3 µC Gy−1 cm−2) is competitive with some
of the inorganic materials currently used to fabricate large-area
detectors (amorphous selenium has typical values of 25 µC Gy−1
cm−2) [35]. The highest value reported in literature for hybrid
organic-inorganic X-ray detector is that of Thirimanne et al. [23],
with 1.7 · 106 µC Gy−1 cm−3 sensitivity for devices with vertical
diode architecture where a bulk heterojunction-nanoparticles
(BHJ-NP) composite is sandwiched between indium tin oxide
(ITO) and aluminum (Al) electrodes. However, as already
mentioned, the presence of heavy inorganic nanoparticles makes
such devices not tissue equivalent as the here tested full-organic
detectors. Considering the other full-organic X-ray detectors
reported in literature, the sensitivity of the here reported X-
ray full-organic detector exceeds by several orders of magnitude
those for devices based on thin polymeric films [6, 24, 36] or
bulk organic single crystals [3, 18], biased at several tens of
volts. To the best of our knowledge, no other full-organic X-ray
detectors have been reported in literature so far. In this work,
we demonstrate the potentiality of such full-organic flexible
detectors as medical diagnostic (e.g., as bone density analyzer)
and dosimetry (e.g., for mammography) tools, giving also the
proof of principle for their application as X-ray imagers with
a linear response at low dose rates and the ability to follow X-
rays pulses of 100ms. To reach this goal, we tested the detectors
in relevant environments for medical analysis: a synchrotron
beamline conceived and equipped to test X-ray imaging systems
(i.e., monochromatic X-ray beam tunable in energy and shape)
and a commercial dental X-ray radiographic system. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first report on the validation
and testing under actual clinical environment of a full organic
(tissue-equivalent) wearable X-ray medical sensor.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The detector under test is 4-pixels array with four single reading
channels and one common biased electrode (Figure 1a). Each
pixel of the 4-pixel array detector is a X-rays photoresistor,
with an area of 4 × 4 mm2 and interdigitated electrodes
structure (channel length, i.e., the distance between two gold
“fingers” of the interdigitated structure is L = 30 ± 5µm,
channel width, i.e., the total length of the interdigitated
electrodes, is W = 45 ± 1mm). The pitch between the pixels
is 4.3mm. The gold electrodes were patterned by means of
standard photolithography from a unique, 80 nm thick gold layer,
deposited by thermal evaporation at room temperature and in
high vacuum conditions (5 × 10−5 Torr) onto flexible 175µm
thick PET substrate. Gold has been employed as electrodes
material since it forms ohmic contacts with TIPS-pentacene,
i.e., ensuring an efficient injection/collection of charges to/from
the organic semiconductor, being the work function of gold
φAu = (5.31÷5.37) eV [37] generally considered matching to
HOMO (Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) level of TIPS-
pentacene (φTIPS = 5.3 eV) [38]. The organic active layer is
100–200 nm thick and two different organic small molecules
have been employed: 6,13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)pentacene
(TIPS-pentacene) and bis(triisopropylgermylethynyl) pentacene
(TIPGe-pentacene) i.e., the same molecule structure where the
two Si atoms are substituted by Ge atoms. Devices based on
both the semiconductor layers have recently demonstrated high
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FIGURE 1 | (a) Picture of the 4 pixels-array organic thin film detector employed in this work (the scale bar is 2mm) and the electrical circuit used for the signals
acquisition (4-channels AH50b picoammeter) and the biasing of the detector (each pixel at 0.5V). Image (b) and schematic (c) of the experimental setup in SYRMEP
beamline: the X-ray beam hits the object placed onto a motorized stage; the detector is mounted behind it in a Faraday Cage to minimize electrical noise; a CCD
camera allows to properly align the object and the detector. The dark yellow arrow/line represents the X-ray beam.
sensitivity for the ionizing radiation detection [6, 25, 26, 34, 39].
The organic semiconductor-based solutions were prepared at 0.5
wt.% concentration in toluene, stirred at 80◦C for 1 h and then
deposited by drop casting onto interdigitated gold electrodes
keeping the substrate heated at 60◦C and covered with a glass cup
to enhance crystallization. After the deposition the devices were
annealed at 80◦C for 1 h. The working principle of the device
described above is that typical of an X-ray photoconductive
detector. When a voltage is applied through the contacts, an
intrinsic current, due to the free carriers concentration (assumed
of only one kind), flows in the semiconductor layer. When the X-
rays impinges onto the device, the carrier concentration increases
resulting in an increase of the semiconductor conductivity
and the photocurrent amplitude will be proportional to the
radiation dose rate [40]. The assumption of the transport of
only one kind of charge carriers (holes in the case of TIPS-
pentacene), implies that the others (electrons) are deeply trapped
in the semiconductor. With ohmic contacts, charge neutrality is
guaranteed in the device, hence for every collected hole another
one will be injected, until a recombinationwith a trapped electron
occurs. Since more than one hole can flow in consequence of
a single absorbed photon, a detection external efficiency higher
than 100% is possible [16], ruled by the ratio between the
electron/hole recombination time and the hole transit time,
which is called photoconductive gain [25]. Such a gain process
makes possible the detection of high energy photons by such low-
Z tissue equivalent materials, which internal quantum efficiency
is extremely low due to the limited radiation absorption (e.g.,
0.015% for 100nm thick TIPS-pentacene device irradiated with
X-ray at 17 keV). The detector structure is shown in a picture
in Figure 1a together with the electrical circuit employed for the
signals acquisition. All the characterizations under X-rays were
carried out at room temperature, in dark and placing the detector
into a faraday cage to minimize the electromagnetic noise.
For the X-ray irradiation we employed different experimental
setups, the first one used monochromatic X-rays delivered by
a synchrotron facility, the others were based on conventional
generators used for dental radiography:
1) The SYRMEP (Synchrotron Radiation for Medical Physics)
beamline at ELETTRA, Trieste, has been chosen for
this study since it is designed for research medical
diagnostic radiology application, in particular with energies
and dose rates typical of mammography [41]. Indeed,
recently synchrotron radiation has been demonstrated as
a powerful tool for clinical mammography thanks to its
many advantages with respect to conventional X-ray tube
systems [42]. In fact, its high fluxes (typically about 108
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FIGURE 2 | Normalized signal amplitude variation of the four pixels measured for subsequent 15 repetitions of synchrotron X-rays on/off exposure cycles (2 s on and
10 s off) for different dose rates: 8.1, 12.1, and 17.1 mGy s−1. The average variation is indicated by the orange dashed line while the orange band represents the error
associated. The solid lines represent the linear fits of each set of data.
ph mm−2s−1) allow the selection of the most appropriate
energy window with narrow bandwidth (0.1%). Also, the
high spatial coherence enables phase-sensitive X-ray imaging
techniques, improving radiographic diagnostic image quality.
The SYRMEP monochromator, based on a double Si(1,1,1)
crystal system working in Bragg configuration, provides a
laminar section X-ray beam in the energy range between 8.5
and 35 keV, with energy resolution of 10−3 and dose rate
in the range 0.05–35 mGy s−1. The dose rates impinging
on the sample can be varied by using five aluminum filters
and real-time monitored by means of an ionization chamber.
Thanks to the possibility tomodulate the beam shape in a very
precise region of the active layer and to control the area of
irradiation by means of precision slits and a CCD camera, we
could control the area and the position of irradiation within
the detector. In Figure 1b, the picture of the experimental
setup is reported: the signals were acquired while moving a
phantom between the X-ray source and the detector, thanks to
a sample stage equipped with translation stages. A schematic
of the entire SYRMEP beamline is reported in Figure 1c. The
CCD camera was placed after the detector and allowed the
correct phantom/detector alignment, crucial for the success
of this kind of measurements. During the measurements
at SYRMEP electrical signals were simultaneously collected
from the 4 pixels (biased at 0.5V) through the 4-channel
picoammeters AH501b (ELETTRA), capable to detect the
current variations from each pixel and to real-time monitor
the signal (Figure 1a).
2) A commercial W-target panoramic X-ray tube (OPX/105
Serial Number: 681502 by Skan-X Radiology Devices S.p.A),
with a maximum operating voltage of 120 kVp, providing
low irradiation dose down to about 5 µGy, the typical values
for exposure during a dental radiography. The electrical
measurements under this X-ray beam (without any filter)
were carried out employing a Keithley 2614B source-meter
unit. The dose rate range [15.5–64.6] µGy used for this
work refers to the air kerma, and the values have been
measured through a BARRACUDA X-Ray Analyzer from
RTI Electronics.
3) Intraskan DC, a dental radiography system commercialized
by Skanray Europe srl. This machine allows a 3 points
control: 50–70 kVp voltage range, 4–8mA anodic current
range and time windows from several seconds to 10ms.
The electrical measurements under the Intraskan DC X-ray
beam was performed without filtering the radiation, using
a Keysight B2912A source-meter unit. Also in this case the
dose rates [1.13–2.31] mGy s−1 used for the measurements
of this work have been measured through a BARRACUDA
X-Ray Analyzer.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Different types of measurements have been performed in order
to test the reliability of the detector for medical monitoring and
diagnostic analysis conditions.
Figure 2 shows the normalized signal amplitude variation of
the four pixels measured for subsequent synchrotron 17 keV X-
rays on/off cycles (2 s on and 10 s off) for different thicknesses
of Aluminum filter, i.e., different dose rates. In particular, 0.50,
0.75, and 1mm Al thick filters were used, corresponding to
17.1, 12.1, 8.1 mGy s−1 dose rates impinging on the detector,
respectively. The normalized signal amplitude variation has been
calculated as (1Ii-1I1)/1I1 where 1Ii = Ion-Ioff is the X-
ray induced photocurrent of the ith exposure to X-rays. The
orange dashed line indicates the average value, weighted with the
squared reverse of standard deviation associated to each pixel.
The error band has been calculated as 3 times the associated error
(99.7% accuracy), i.e., the sum of the squared reverse of standard
deviation associated to each pixel. Also, the linear fits of each
set of data are also reported as negative slope solid lines in the
graph. The results show that for all the pixels, even if a progressive
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degradation of the response amplitude can be noticed, it remains
within 20% of the value recorded for the first irradiation cycle.
Noteworthy, the signal stability is higher for lower doses, in fact
the response variation remains below 12% for all the pixels at 8.1
mGy s−1, a promising feature for medical diagnostic application,
where typically low doses (from few mGy to µGy) are used. This
feature is further clearly shown by the progressive slope reduction
of the linear fits of the data with decreasing of the dose rate. In
fact, such a degradation is due to a lag effect, i.e., the drifting of
the baseline due to the previous irradiation, and reduces below
3% at 5.30 mGy s−1 and shorter exposure (500ms instead of 2 s)
as will be shown later on. Further, since the progressive reduction
of the X-ray induced photocurrent amplitude is ruled by the
hole/electron recombination dynamics after the X-ray exposure
[16, 25], it is a reversible effect at least for the doses typically used
in medical diagnostic analysis. In fact, by exposing the detector to
strong X-ray irradiation (see Supplementary Information), we
could assess a degradation of 56% after a total dose of 750Gy,
delivered in four steps of 250Gy waiting 10min between steps.
After 100 h rest in dark at room temperature, a recovery of the
signal to a value which is almost equal to that of the previous
irradiation step is observed, meaning that such radiation damage
is, at least partially, reversible. It is noteworthy that the X-ray
doses employed for such radiation hardness tests are very high if
compared to typical dose delivered to a patient during a medical
diagnostic analysis (for example for a chest radiography it is
about 12 µGy).
We first assessed the potential usage of organic thin film
detectors as medical dosimeters able to measure the density
of a phantom placed between the X-rays source and the
device. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), or Teflon, is a material
commonly used in orthopedic surgery since its density (about
2.25 g cm−3) is similar to that of human bones (1.92 g cm−3 for
cortical bone) [43]. Therefore, in order to assess the reliability of
FIGURE 3 | Picture of the Teflon wedge, side view (a) and oblique view (b). The red arrow indicates the scanning direction of the phantom in front of the detector. The
scale bar is 1 cm. (c) Photocurrent in function of the wedge thickness. In inset the logarithmic plot and the correspondent linear fit (red line).
FIGURE 4 | (a) PMMA mammographic phantom (scale bar 15mm). (b) Photocurrent response for the different numbers of PMMA steps. (c) X-ray image of the
PMMA phantom profile.
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FIGURE 5 | (A) Bar space pattern used to calculate the intensity contrast of
the detector and (B) correspondent image from a CCD, the red arrow
represents the scanning direction of the phantom. (C) Normalized
photocurrent signal recorded by sweeping the pattern in front of the detector.
(D) Correspondent Contrast vs. spatial frequency plot.
the detector for widespread medical diagnostic analyses, e.g., as
bone density analyzer for the diagnostic of several osteoarticular
diseases, the X-rays absorbance profile of a Teflon wedge has
been measured. Figures 3a,b show a picture of the Teflon wedge,
side view and oblique view, respectively. The X-ray induced
photocurrent profile, measured by moving the phantom in front
of the detector from the base to the top of the wedge (red arrow
in Figure 3a), and obtained by means of 140 X-ray exposures, is
reported in Figure 3c. The photocurrent is directly proportional
to the intensity I of the transmitted X-ray beam, that follows the
exponential attenuation law:
I
I0
= e
−
µ
ρ
x
(1)
Where I0 is the total X-ray beam intensity impinging onto the
phantom, µ/ρ is the mass attenuation coefficient, x = ρt is
the mass thickness, i.e., the mass per unit area, with ρ and t
indicating the density and the thickness, respectively. The Teflon
mass attenuation coefficient for 17 keV X-rays can be found in
the NIST database [44], and results about 1.48 cm2 g−1. Since
Equation (1) can be written as:
ln
(
I
I0
)
=− ρ
(
µ
ρ
)
t (2)
the material density can be found as the slope of the linear
fit of the plot of ln(I/I0) vs. (µ/ρ)t, reported in the inset
of Figure 3c. The resulting density averaged for 3 different
devices is: (2.27 ± 0.07) g cm−3. The reference Teflon density
value of 2.25 g cm−3 [43] is therefore comparable to the
measured mean value within the error. The consistency of the
measured material density with the nominal one demonstrates
the potential of organic X-ray detectors as innovative wearable
personal dosimeter for medical analyses, for example to be
employed as bone-density analyzer, where two detectors, one
in the front of the patient and the second behind the bone,
could acquire a real-time differential signal. The employment
of monochromatic synchrotron radiation is essential for such
an assessment since it allows an accurate estimation of the
µ/ρ values.
Further, we measured at SYRMEP the X-rays response of the
organic detectors to test their performance as medical personal
dosimeter using a mammographic phantom (Figure 4a), made
of Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) absorption steps. For
each PMMA step, 5 acquisitions have been measured and
the results are plotted in Figure 4b. All the pixels properly
respond to the different radiation intensities at 17 keV, the
typical mean energy value employed in mammographic X-
ray system. It should be noted that by reducing the intensity
of the impinging X-rays, i.e., by increasing the number of
PMMA steps, the detector response to the transmitted X-rays
reduces its slopes. However, the linearity of the response for
low doses has been also assessed (see after). The profile image
of the phantom was also acquired, achieving the 13 × 13
X-ray image reported in Figure 4c. The image was obtained
by moving the phantom of 1 pixel size length 4mm in x
direction and of 1 cm in y direction, the phantom profile is
clearly distinguishable from the background giving the proof of
principle for the possible employment of organic detectors as
X-rays imagers.
With the aim to better assess the detector performance as
a medical imager we used a bar space pattern to evaluate
the achievable image contrast. Figure 5A shows the bar space
pattern (Figure 5B reports the correspondent image from
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FIGURE 6 | Photograph (left) and corresponding X-ray image by a single pixel device (right) of an aluminum object. The red dashed box indicates the portion of the
object scanned by the detector. The scale bar is 1 cm.
the CCD) used to calculate the spatial resolution of the
detector. The profile is obtained under a not filtered 17
keV synchrotron X-ray beam, shaped with the dimension of
(1 × 16mm) through the slits provided by the beamline,
by sweeping the pattern in front of and throughout the
detector (following the red arrow reported in Figure 5B).
Such profile allows computing the contrast obtained for each
spatial frequency. The contrast has been calculated through
the equation:
Contrast =
IMAX − IMIN
IMAX + IMIN
(3)
Where IMAX and IMIN are the maximum/minimum current
values under irradiation/dark conditions (Figure 5C), for each
spatial frequency. The plot of the contrast obtained from the
response of our detector vs. the spatial frequency is reported in
Figure 5D. With the experimental conditions described above
we could observe 1.4 lp mm−1 with a contrast of 0.37. In
Figure 5C also the pattern for 2lp mm−1 is reported. The signal
peaks are barely visible at this resolution due to the size of
the sample, thus a reliable calculation of the contrast is not
possible, but it can be considered a potential value for this
kind of technology after a proper sizing of the pixels. To the
best of our knowledge, only a couple of works in literature
report a similar analysis on an organic-based detector: one
is that of Büchele et al. [45], reporting a resolution of 4.75
lp mm−1 at a modulated transfer function MTF = 0.2, and
more recently Jayawardena et al. [46] assessed resolution of
about 1 lp mm−1 at MTF = 0.2. It is noteworthy that in
both these cases the resolution was determined via slanted
edge method while we used a bar space pattern, therefore
the here obtained contrast is not directly comparable to the
MTF reported in literature but it can be considered as a
potential imaging performance achievable by proper scaling
of the system. Moreover, the hybrid/organic photo-active
layer of the detectors reported in Tromba et al. [41] and
Dreossi et al. [42] is deposited over a rigid a-Si:H TFT array
backplane, therefore the devices remain heavy, stiff and not
transparent to the X-rays, i.e., completely different from the
here reported direct flexible, lightweight, tissue-like fully organic
detector, that operate without any kind of TFT-based structure
behind it.
To further proof the reliability of the detector and to show
its potential as a X-ray imager, we acquired an image of a
structured Aluminum profile (Figure 6, left), obtaining good
image quality and high contrast of the 2mm features (Figure 6,
right). The resulting image has been acquired by single pixel
measurement, under a 17 keV monochromatic X-ray beam,
filtered by a 0.75mm thick aluminum slice, scanning the object
in y and in x directions with 1mm step, corresponding to
1,260 acquisitions (28 × 45 pixels). Even if the commercial
flat panel performances are still far, by a proper optimization
of the system and an appropriate design and sizing of the
pixel, a good large area imager can be obtained, that can be
exploited also for other non-medical applications, e.g., security
and luggage inspection, where sub-millimeter resolution is
sufficient to achieve the information of interest. It is noteworthy
that scalability of electronic devices onto flexible substrate has
been largely demonstrated in literature. Sun et al. [47] quite
recently reported about fully printed organic devices through a
scalable printing method, such as a roll-to-roll (R2R) gravure.
They fabricated full R2R gravure printed 20 × 20 Organic
TFT active matrices onto 100µm thick PET web by employing
four different commercially available organic semiconductors,
including TIPS-pentacene. They reached 10 PPI resolution, more
than 98% device yield and 50% electrical variation along 10m of
PET web.
Among the several widespread applications where the
lightweight, low operating bias and mechanical flexibility of
the here reported organic thin-film detector could be exploited,
we chose to explore their potential in dental radiography
applications, that require higher X-ray energies (peak kilovoltage
of 70 kVp), lower irradiation doses (few µGy) and short
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FIGURE 7 | (A) Intraskan DC, Skanray dental radiography system. (B) Current response of the detector to the X-ray beam provided by a W-target X-ray tube
operated at 70 kVp accelerating voltage and 4mA filament current, for different exposition time windows: 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 s. The vertical black dashed lines indicate when
the X-ray tube is turned on while the black arrows when it is switched off. (C) Plot of the corresponding generated photocharges in function of the total dose impinged
on the detector for the different exposure times. (D) Dynamic signal response to 100ms X-rays pulses at different dose rates provided by the Intraskan DC machine.
In inset the corresponding plot of X-ray induced photocurrent in function of the dose rate. (E) Normalized signal amplitude variation for 500ms X-ray pulses exposure
over 10 repetitions.
irradiation pulses (hundreds of ms). We tested the detectors
using commercial irradiation sources for dental radiography:
1) W-target X-ray tube operated at 70 kVp accelerating voltage
and 4mA anodic current. By varying the exposure time in the
window [0.5 −2] s, corresponding of irradiation doses in the
range [15.5–64.6] µGy.
2) A commercial dental radiography system, i.e., Intraskan DC,
Skanray (Figure 7A, see Experimental section for details), to
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test the device under the actual operating conditions, i.e.,
energy of 70 keV, pulse width 100ms, and dose rates in the
range [1.13–2.31] mGy s−1. In this case the dose rates were
varied by changing the anodic current in the range [4–8] mA.
In Figure 7B, the dynamic responses for 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 s of
irradiation at 70 kVp from the W-target X-ray tube are reported.
In this case, the X-ray flux is kept constant by setting the
current at 4mA, therefore decreasing the exposure time leads
to the decrease of the total dose impinging on the detector.
The dynamical response to X-rays is the one typical of organic
thin films-based devices and it is clearly distinguishable from
the background down to 15.5 µGy of total dose. By calculating
the amount of charges generated in the organic layer by the
interaction with the radiation as the integral of the current vs.
time curves reported in Figure 7B, it is possible to plot the
photo-generated charge in function of the total X-rays dose
(Figure 7C). From the slope of the linear fit of the so obtained
experimental points, a sensitivity of 1.6× 105 µCGy−1 cm−3 has
been obtained, a value in-line with that reported for analogous
devices considering the detector structures [25] and the organic
semiconductor employed [34], characterized at much higher X-
ray doses and lower energies (5–30 mGy s−1; 35 keV). Moreover,
in order to test the detector performance under short pulses
of X-rays and to validate it in actual measurement condition
for medical imaging application, we expose it to a pulsed X-
ray beam (duration 100ms) provided by a commercial dental
radiography system, i.e., Intraskan DC, Skanray, as mentioned
above. The detectors respond to the 100ms X-ray pulses with
clean and steep output signals with an amplitude proportional
to the impinging dose rate (see the linear regression of the
photocurrent vs. dose rates in inset of Figure 7D), demonstrating
to be able to follow the typical frame rates of a commercial
dental radiographic apparatus. Further, from the baseline of
the measurement reported in Figure 7D we could calculate the
noise of the system as three times the root mean square of the
experimental data, obtaining the value of 1.5 pA. Combining
this value with the plot of X-ray induced photocurrent in
function of the dose rate reported in the inset of the Figure 7D,
we could derive the lowest detectable dose of about 12 µGy
(see Supplementary Information for detail). Noteworthy, as
previously mentioned, working at low doses and short pulses
strongly reduces the lag effect and, therefore, improves the signal
stability, with a deviation of 2.7% for 10 subsequent repetitions of
500ms X-rays exposure (Figure 7E).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we provide the characterization and assessment
of full-organic, tissue-equivalent flexible direct X-ray detectors,
operating at voltages below 1V and therefore suitable for
the developing of wearable sensing systems, in actual clinical
environment for medical diagnostic and dosimetry applications.
The detector demonstrates reliable performance as dosimeter,
measuring the density of a Teflon phantom in accordance to the
nominal value within the experimental error. Also, the proper
response of the detector employing an actual mammographic
phantom has been assessed. To envisage its potential use as X-
ray imager for medical diagnostic application, the X-ray images
of an actual mammographic phantom and of a structured
Aluminum profile were acquired, and a resolution of 1.4 lp
mm−1 with a contrast of 0.37 has been estimated. Further, by
means of tests under commercial dental X-ray panoramic tube
and dental radiography machine we could verify the linear and
highly reproducible response to the actual dose rates and time
pulses typical of such radiography analyses, with a sensitivity
of 1.6 × 105 µC Gy−1 cm−3 and a deviation of 2.7% for 10
subsequent repetitions of 500ms X-rays exposure. This value
is very close to the typical deviation of about 2.5% for a-Si
detectors employed for dental radiography. Finally, the detector
ability to follow 100ms X-ray pulses, with a signal amplitude
directly proportional to the X-ray dose rates delivered has been
also proved.
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